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Having A few years ago, when I was convinced I’d already
learned just about all there was to know about Marketing, I had
the opportunity to spend three days listening to an extraordinary
woman named Joan Throckmorton, author, teacher, lecturer, whose career at that time
had already spanned five decades.
The Industry
Expert on the
50+ Mature
Marketplace

“There’s the difficult to follow,
then there’s the
impossible. Don’s
presentation was
amazing....”
Jake Haycock

President, Widex
Canada

Marketing can be pretty much etched in stone: This is how you write a sales letter. This
is the best headline for an ad. This is when you should use direct mail.
But what I heard during those three days became a pathway to truly understanding the
Mature Marketplace – the emotional, physical, and cognitive components that make this
audience unique.
This is some of what I learned:
When I have the chance to be in front of an audience I preface one of the slides by suggesting that if only a few things from the presentation are remembered, the Five Key
Concepts should be on that list.
The further suggestion being that the more they can incorporate these Concepts into not
only their Marketing materials but their conversations with customers and families, the
better communicators they will be.
The Five Key Concepts Autonomy/Self-Sufficiency – Focus on how your product or service can help customers
to maintain the kind of independent lifestyle they have always enjoyed.
Connectedness - Because your contact with customers may be infrequent, occasional
hand-written notes, unexpected telephone calls and regular newsletters answer their
need to stay connected to you.
Altruism - Defined as a concern for others, involve your business in community outreach activities– Holiday food bank programs, Toys for Tots, for example– in which
your customers can participate.
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Personal Growth - The explosive growth of organizations like Elder Hostels is a prime
example of how important this Concept is to the Mature Marketplace. Let your customers know how your products and services can help them enjoy new, enriching experiences, every day of their lives.
Revitalization - The connection between imparting new life or vigor and your products
and services.
Physical Changes There are a number of physical changes, not all of them obvious, that should be accounted for when trying to communicate with the 50+ Mature Marketplace. These include:
Glare Sensitivity –I counsel people not to print their brochures and newsletters on
glossy, enamel-finished paper stocks. Using dull or matte stocks instead still provides
maximum copy readability and crisp photo reproduction that get the message across
without making it unnecessarily difficult to read.
Another area where Glare Sensitivity can be a factor is in office design. Many of the
offices I’ve had the chance to visit were designed with bright, white walls and equally
bright, overhead lighting. The amount of glare coming from those lights, bouncing off
those walls, can be distracting to many and painful for some. Warm shades, even fabric,
on walls and softer lighting help solve that problem.
Responsiveness to Cool Colors – One of the first axioms of graphic design I learned
was that, by a combination of ethnicity and simple biology, most of us respond best to
cool colors – blues, greens and violets. But due to the yellowing of the retina that occurs
over time, it becomes more difficult for older eyes to distinguish those colors.
Given the importance of color as a psychological tool in Marketing, it’s wise to limit the
use of those colors while mixing in warm colors as additional accents.
Cognitive Changes –
The subject of Cognitive Changes and aging is likely an article in itself. But here are
a few points to remember:
Memory –
Loss of Short-Term Memory- This suggests the importance of repeating the salient
points of your presentation, especially in subsequent visits.
Visual vs. Verbal Memory – With aging, Visual Memory stays strong, even as verbal
memory – whether the spoken or written word - diminishes. It’s important not to use
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long copy blocks in printed materials or complex, time-consuming thoughts in conversations and instead support the information gathering process by the use of photos,
whether on office walls or paper.
Slower Information Processing – This can be overcome by beginning with a known

starting point. “Mr. Jones, we agree that your hearing test shows the nature of your hearing loss and here’s what we can do to help.”

Personality – For most, personality is something that changes little with aging, the exception being the impact “Trigger Events” can have one someone’s life. Key here is that
the patterns that form personality are usually formed in young adulthood.

For a particular insight into the personality of a 70-year-old customer, think back
to the societal and cultural influences in the world in the years following World War II.

If the person is in his or her 50s, think about the influences prevalent in the decade of
the ‘60s.

Left vs. Right-Brain Thinking – At birth, the human species is gifted with significant,

if unequal, measures of both left-brain thinking, where logic resides, and right-brain
thinking, where instinct resides.

But with aging there is an inexorable shift from left-brain to right-brain thinking. This

is not to suggest disregard for the “nuts and bolts” of your presentation, but especially

at decision-making time, to appeal to instinct in describing the quality of life improvements that result from better hearing.

Every day, in more ways than I’m probably aware, I rely on these insights to make a difference in the work that I do. Maybe they can make a difference in your work, as well.

